GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS
CHAPTER 18
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Increased greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are changing the global climate, which is predicted to lead to wide-ranging
ide-ranging
de-rangi
effects on the environment, including rising sea levels, increases in temperature, and
changes in precipitation
nd
d cha
ch
pitation levels.
Although this is occurring on a global scale, the environmental effects of climate change
the
nge are aalso likelyy to
o be felt at th
local level. In New York City, increased temperatures may lead to an increase in
due to
n summertime
mmertime electricity
icity
ty demand d
du
greater usage of air conditioning, which in turn may result in more frequentt power
Increases
ower outages.
outage
outag
reases in precipitation
preci
prec
levels may lead to more street and sewer flooding, while extended droughts
water
demand may strain
ughts
ts and increased
incre
incr
w
wa
the City’s water supply system. Rising sea levels may lead to increased
ed risks
isks of coastal
coas flooding,
ooding, as
oodi
a wellll as damage to
infrastructure not designed to withstand saltwater exposure.
Through PlaNYC 2011 Update, the City advances sustainability
reducing greenity initiatives aand goals
oalss for both
bot greatly
gr
house gas emissions and increasing the city’s resilience to the
climate
the City is engaged
he effects of cl
e change.
change. In addition,
add
ad
in several initiatives related to assessing potential local impacts
climate
i
im
cts of global
glo
gl
mate change and
a developing strategies to
make existing and proposed infrastructure and development
effects of climate change. These inlopment
men more
re resilient to
o the effec
clude:
In 2008, the City launched the Climate
te Change Adaptation
Adap
Ada
n Task
ask Force to develop strategies to secure the City's
ential
al threats ffrom rising
ising seas, higher
high temperatures, and changing precipitacritical infrastructure against potential
tion patterns projected to result
is composed of 40 City, state, and federal
ult from
rom climate
clima change.
e.. The Task Force
Fo
cco
opera
agencies, public authorities,, and private companies
thatt operat
operate, regulate, or maintain critical infrastructure in
New York City. The Taskk Force
more than
orce identified
identifie
identif
n 100
1
10 types
yp of infrastructure that climate change could impact. The Task Force will use this initial
assessment
develop coordinated strategies to increase the resilience
init
ini
sessm t to de
of the region’s infrastructure.
Task FForce will be expanded to include public health and safety
rastructure.
ructur The
Th focuss of the Tas
Ta
services in its assessment.
sessment.
The current 100-year floodplain,
floo
n, defined
fined as the
th area with a one percent chance of flooding in any given year, is
based on historical
Thee City has established
an interagency group to work with the Federal Emergency
h oricall data.
da
d
esta
Management
nagement
geme Agency
A en (FEMA)
A) to revise
revis tthe Flood Insurance Rate Maps for the City, which set the flood elevations
the triggers
ons that are tth
gers for the City
Cit building code’s flood protection requirements. The City is working with
FEMA
reflect current
shorelines and elevations, employing technological changes that allow for more accuEMA to refle
rrentt sho
shore
rate map
map-making.
mapg. Subsequent
ubsequen development within the flood zone will reflect any changes to the floodplain
elevations.
elevatio
eva
The
T Cityy convened
Th
nvened the
th New York City Panel on Climate Change (NPCC) to develop climate change projections
for New
ew York City. TThe Climate Risk Information report released by the NPCC was prepared as part of PlaNYC to
advise
dvise
vise the Mayor
Mayo and the New York City Climate Change Adaptation Task Force on issues related to potential
impacts
due to climate change (i.e., temperature, precipitation, rising sea levels, and extreme
mpacts
pacts on infrastructure
inf
events).
The NPCC developed projections using the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)-based
nts). Th
methods
d to generate model-based probabilities for temperature, precipitation, sea level rise, and extreme
events including coastal flooding (including the 1-in-100 year flood) in the 2020s, 2050s, and 2080s. These projections were developed using 16 global climate model (GCM) simulations and three GHG emission scenarios
developed by the IPCC. This and other work produced by the NPCC will be used to guide the City’s policymaking
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process. The NPCC will continue to regularly assess climate change projections and establish process to update
its climate projections regularly.
At the request of the City, the Urban Green Council (New York Chapter of the U.S. Green Building Council) convened a Green Codes Task Force, consisting of over 150 building and design professionals, to strengthen the
City’s energy and building codes and address the impacts of climate change. On February 1, 2010, the Task
Force released a report of 111 code improvement recommendations to the City, 11 of which focus on climate
change.
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The City plans to create a climate risk assessment tool that quantifies its exposure and vulnerability to climate
clima
mates
ate for impacts and
d actions, and
risks today and over time to prioritize investments, develop cost-benefit estimates
track progress. In addition, the City is examining how to update local laws and
d zoning rregulations
ns that can allow
allo
buildings to be built to better withstand flooding, temperature extremes,
conditions.
es, and
d other co
ons.
s.
To best prepare the City for extreme climate events, the City hass developed
veloped a n
number off plans, in
incl
including the
mergency
ency Plan, Debriss Man
M
ment Plan, Power
Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan, Coastal Storm Plan, Heat Emergency
Management
Disruption Plan, Winter Weather Emergency Plan, and Flash
Emergency Plan.
continue to prepare for
h Flood
ood Emerge
lan.
an. To cont
and respond to climate-related emergencies as effectively
vely as possible,
possib thee City plans to integrate climate
change projections into its emergency management and
plans
and include clid preparedness
preparedn
prepared
lans
ns and procedures
pr
proce
mate change as a hazard assessed under the Naturall Hazard Miti
Mitigation
Plan,
Mitig
lan, which will
w
wil be updated in 2014.
The New York City Department of Environmental
ental
ntal Protection
P ectio
ecti (DEP) is in the process
pro
pr
of evaluating and implementing adaptive strategies for its infrastructure.
May 2008,, DEP issued
ucture.
ure. In Ma
M
ued its Climate Change Assessment and
Action Plan to establish near-, medium-,
-, and long-term actions
ons that it
i will undertake to address this critical issue. DEP is currently assessing potential
on the
ntial impacts of climate
ate change
cha
t City’s drinking water systems and is
proposing to undertake a long-term
effort for the drainage and wastewarm planning and
an conceptual
ceptual engineering
enginee
ter management systems in thee City.
ty.

As detailed above, the City is preparing
likely consequences
aring for the lik
es of climate change citywide. Federal, state, and local
standards are evolving to address
changing
environmental conditions and, as noted above, it is
ess and account
accoun
accou for these
th
han
hangi
anticipated that the City’s infrastructure
design criteria,
codes, and other laws and regulations will be updated
frastructure
ructure de
d
riteria,
eria, building
b lding
l
to incorporate measures related
building’ss resilience to
ated to a bui
bu
t climate change.
Currently, standardss and a framew
framework for
the effects of climate change on a proposed project are not inor analysis
nalysis of th
cluded in CEQR; as this
his area of aanalysis
is develops, tthe
th Mayor’s Office of Environmental Coordination (“MOEC”) should
be consulted about the
in CEQR reviews. At the same time, where appropriate, the
t scope
scop
p of climate
imate change analyses
a
potential for
or a proposed
propose project to result in a significant adverse impact to the environment as a result of the anticipated effects
climate change
discussed in environmental review. For example, if a proposed
ffects
ects of climat
nge
ge may
ma
m be qualitatively
qu
project
materials is located in a floodplain, the possibility of flooding and, to the exct that includes storage
age of hazardous
haza
hazard
tent
effects on the surrounding area in such an event, such as raising or flood
nt warranted, methods
m
s to
o prevent adverse
a
proofing stora
storage
areas,
Such a discussion should focus on early integration of climate change constor
eas,
as, should
s uld be discussed.
d
siderations into the projec
project and
d may include proposals to increase climate resilience and adaptive management strategies
iess to aallow for
or uncertainties
uncertaintie in environmental conditions resulting from climate change.

The City has
as determined that consideration of GHG emissions is appropriate under CEQR for at least certain projects for
several reasons:
easons:
asons: (1) ggreenhouse gas emission levels may be directly affected by a project’s effect on energy use; (2) the
U.S. Supremee Court
Cou has upheld the determination that carbon dioxide, one of the main greenhouse gases, is an air pollutant, subject to regulation as defined by the Clean Air Act; and (3) Local Law 22 of 2008 codified PlaNYC’s citywide
GHG emissions reduction goal of 30 percent below 2005 levels by 2030 (the “GHG reduction goal”). The guidance for
determining the appropriateness of a GHG emissions assessment for a project and conducting analysis of a project’s
GHG emissions is presented in this chapter. It is expected that this guidance will be revised as regulatory standards
evolve and analytic tools are developed and refined over time.
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Although the contribution of a proposed project’s GHG emissions to global GHG emissions is likely to be considered
insignificant when measured against the scale and magnitude of global climate change, certain projects’ contribution of
GHG emissions still should be analyzed to determine their consistency with the City’s citywide GHG reduction goal,
which is currently the most appropriate standard by which to analyze a project under CEQR. This goal was developed
as part of PlaNYC for the purpose of planning for an increase in population of almost one million residents while achieving significant greenhouse gas reductions, and was codified by the New York City Climate Protection Act (Local Law 22
of 2008). See §24-803 of the Administrative Code of the City of New York. Seeking to expand its codified goal of reducing GHG emissions by more than 30% by 2030, the City is undertaking a study to determine potential strategies to
o rer
duce its GHG emissions by more than 80% by 2050.
As with each technical area assessed under CEQR, it is important for an applicant to work closely with thee lead agency
throughout the review process. As appropriate, the lead agency should consult with
thee GHG emissions
h MOEC about
a
emission
emissio
assessment described below. It is recommended that MOEC be contacted as early
environmental rearly as possible in thee environment
environmenta
view process. Section 700 further outlines appropriate coordination.

100. DEFINITIONS

110. SOURCES OF GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
OPERATIONS EMISSIONS

a.

Direct Emissions—emissions from on-site
n-sit boilers
ilers used
u
for heat and hot
h water, on-site electricity generation, including co-generation/tri-generation,
generation (from power
eneration/tri
ration/t
ion, electricity
ectric
ectricity
plants), industrial processes, and fugitive
ugitive emissions.
em
ns.
s.

b.

Indirect Emissions—emissions
steam generated off-site and
ssions
sions from purchased
pu
ed electricity and/or
an
a
consumed on-site during
ringg a project’s operation.
tion
tion.

c.

Indirect Emissions
Generation—emissions
resulting from a project’s generans from Solid Waste
W
on—e
on
—e
tion, transportation,
and disposal
rtation,
tion, treatment,
treatm
pos of solid waste (this should be estimated for cerposa
tain projects
management system, discussed below).
cts affecting tthe City’ss solid waste
aste m
ast

MOBILE SOURCEE EMISSIONS

a.

Direct
rect Mobile So
Source
S
Emissions
Emissions—fleet
ssions—
—flee vehicles owned (or leased) and operated by the appliasso
cant and associated
with the proje
project.

b.

Indirect
Mobile Source Emissi
Emissions—emissions from vehicle trips to or from the project site durI
Ind
ct M
ing iits
it operation
atio that
hat are not
n owned or operated by the applicant.

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRU
NSTR
EMISSIO
EMISSIONS
SIONS
NS

a.

Direct emissions
missions resulting
re
from the operation of construction vehicles and equipment.

b.

Emissions
from the manufacture or transport of construction materials (generally,
Emission
missio resulting
es
steel
teel and concrete) used for the project.

EENHOUSE
NHOUSE GA
120. GREENHOUSE
GAS EMISSIONS
There are six internationally-recognized greenhouse gases regulated under the Kyoto Protocol (an international
nt adopted in 1997 that is linked to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change): caragreement
bon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and
sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). Evaluation of the emissions of each of these GHGs may potentially be included in the
scope of an EIS.
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All calculations of emissions should be presented in units of metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO 2e), a
common measure that allows gases with different global warming potentials (the potential to trap heat in the atmosphere) to be added together and compared. According to standard GHG accounting protocols, projects should
calculate emissions of all six gases, where applicable. In order to convert all six gases into units of metric tons of
CO2e, a list of global warming potentials of the six primary greenhouse gases is presented below.
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Table 18-1
Global Warming Potential for Primary Greenhouse Gases
Greenhouse Gas

Common sources

Global
obal Warming Potential
ntial

CO2 - Carbon Dioxide

Fossil fuel combustion, forest clearing,
cement production

1

CH4 - Methane

Landfills, production and distribution
tribution
ution
of natural gas and petroleum,
eum,
m, anaeanaeltivation, fossil
robic digestion, rice cultivation,
fuel combustion
bustion
stion

21
2

N2O - Nitrous Oxide

Fossil fuel combustion,
nym tion, fertilizers,
fertiliz
ferti
y
ylon production,
produc
rodu
, manure
man
ma

310

HFCs - Hydrofluorocarbons

Refrigeration
efrigeration
geration gases,
gase aluminum
minum
num smeltsmelting, semicond
semiconductor manufacturing

140-11,700*

PFCs - Perfluorocarbons
onss

Aluminum production, semiconductor
Alu
Alum
semic
manufacturing
ufac
ufactu

6,500-9,200*

SF6 - Sulfur
ur Hexafluoride

Electrical
lectrical
ectrical transmissions
transm
trans
and distribution
n systems, circuit
c
breakers, magnessium production

23,900

Note: Since
ce tthe Second
d Asse
Assessment
As
Report (SAR) was published in 1995, the IPCC has published updated GWP values in its
ssessm
ssessme
eport (TAR) and
nd Fourth Assessm
Third Assessment
Report
Assessment Report (AR4) that reflect new information on atmospheric lifetimes of
greenhouse
enhouse
ouse gases aand an improved
p
pr
d calculation
calculatio of the radiative forcing of CO2. However, GWP values from the SAR are still
used
ed by international
internation
internatio convention
vention
ntion to maintain
maintai consistency in GHG reporting, including by the United States when reporting
under
der the United
Unite Nations
ns Framework
Framewor
amew
Convention on Climate Change.
* The GWPs
GWP of HFCs and PFCs vary depending
de
d
on the specific compound emitted. A full list of these GWPs is available in Table
ES-1
1 of
o the
th U.S. Environmental
nmental
mental Protection
Prot
P
Agency’s Inventory of Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990-2008, available at:
http:/
http://
http://epa.gov/climatechange/emissions/usinventoryreport.html.
v/clima
clima
ange/e

200. DETERMINING
TERMINING
ERMINING WHETHER A GHG EMISSIONS ASSESSMENT IS APPROPRIATE

Currently, the GHG cconsistency assessment focuses on those projects that have the greatest potential to produce GHG
emissions that
att may
m result in inconsistencies with the GHG reduction goal to a degree considered significant and, correspondingly, have the greatest potential to reduce those emissions through the adoption of project measures and
conditions. Over time, as data improve and as GHG emissions standards and regulations evolve, MOEC will reevaluate
and, as appropriate, revise the guidance to potentially expand the applicability of the guidance or refine methodologies. The assessment is currently limited to the projects with the characteristics described below.
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Generally, a GHG emissions assessment is typically conducted only for larger projects undergoing an EIS, since these
projects have a greater potential to be inconsistent with the City’s GHG reduction goal to a degree considered significant. However, the nature or type of certain projects may warrant consideration of the project’s GHG emissions and,
consequently, an analysis of consistency with city policy to reduce GHG emissions, even where preparation of an EIS is
not required. This should be determined by the lead agency on a case-by-case basis. In making such determination, the
lead agency should consider the following:
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For city capital projects subject to environmental review, it is often appropriate to examine the project’s consistency with Executive Order 109 of 2007, which mandates formulation of a GHG reduction plan to reduce
duce city
ci
c
building and operational emissions by 30 percent below Fiscal Year 2006 levels by 2017; or
A project that proposes either of the following may warrant assessment:
o

Power generation (not including emergency backup power, renewable
power, or small-scale cogenerawable pow
cog
tion); or

o

Regulations and other actions that fundamentally change
management
system by
ange the City’
City’s solid waste man
em
changing solid waste transport mode, distances, orr disposal technologies.
techn
tec
es.

A project conducting an EIS that would also result in development of
o 350,000
000
0 square feet
f
or greater.

Currently, the GHG consistency assessment focuses on
thosee projects
However, the
n th
project with
projec
h the above characteristics.
cha
ch
need for a GHG emissions assessment is highly dependent
endent
ent on
o the
he nature of the project
projec and its potential impacts and
the lead agency should evaluate, on a case-by-case
an
of consistency with the City’s GHG
ase basis, whether
whe
n assessment
asse
asses ent o
reduction goals should be conducted for other projects
For eexample, if a project would result in the
ojects undergoing
unde
under
an
n EIS. Fo
construction of a building that is particularlyy energy-intense,
processing
center or health care facility, a
energy-intens such
ch as a data p
pro
GHG emissions assessment may be warranted,
anted,
ed, even if the
th
t project
oject
ject would be ssmaller than 350,000 square feet.

300. GHG EMISSIONS ASSESSMENT
MENT
ENT

310. ASSESSMENT APPROACH
ACH
GHG emissions aree a consequence
consequenc of global
lobal
bal growth and
an
a the technologies employed in the global economy. At the
local level, the City’s GHG emissions
emi
em
s aree a function of its growth, its technologies, and its distribution of economic
activity. New York
growth and
ork City grow
nd developme
development may contribute to lower per capita GHG emissions over the business-as-usual
redirecting
usual ccasee by re
ting economic activity to, and capturing development within, higher-density urban
areas that
locate
lower-density, suburban and rural areas, and by doing so in a more energyat may otherwise
o
ot
te in lower
low
efficient
transit-oriented
icient
ent and tran
ented
nted fashion.
hion. In general, New York City residents consume less energy per capita for
transportation purposes
U.S. citizens because they use mass transit and non-motorized transportation
oses than other
oth
o
(e.g.,
rates, and New York City’s buildings require less energy per capita than those in com(e.g.
g , walking)
walkin at farr higher
gher rates
parable climates
c
ess because
be use
se they
the are configured more vertically, house more people and businesses per square foot,
and
have shared
nd ha
hared
d walls
wal and
d heating and cooling systems. As a result, the average New York City resident is responsible
sib for the emission of 5.9 metric tons of CO2e per year, compared to a U.S. average of 19.0 metric tons per capicluding agriculture
agricult
ta (excluding
and non-local processes). Despite this, the sheer size of the City means that it produces
nearly
of one percent of the world’s total greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, even though other rerlyy one-sixth o
gions that are less
efficient today may present proportionally greater opportunities for GHG emissions reductions,
l
reducingg Ne
New York City’s GHG emissions would make an appreciable contribution toward global goals, and the
City has committed to doing so with its GHG reduction goal.
To illustrate, a highly-dense, transit-oriented project within New York City may not initially appear consistent with
the GHG reduction goal due to the large number of total GHG emissions attributed to the development. However, the density of the project and its location in a transit-rich, rather than auto-dependent, area of the City, facilitates a lower automobile mode share and ensures that the GHG emissions per person would be lower than that of
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a development for the same number of people on a site not well-served by transit. Dense, mixed-use, transitoriented development should be encouraged as an important aspect of achieving the GHG reduction goal; however, a project’s location alone does not make it consistent (or inconsistent) with the GHG reduction goal. By the
same token, a project in a more auto-dependent area of the City may be able to offset a higher mode share of vehicles by constructing an energy efficient building and using lower-GHG intense fuels for building operation. For
these reasons, the focus of a GHG emissions assessment in the CEQR Technical Manual is not to ascribe environmental significance to a specified level of GHG emissions, but instead to consider GHG emission sources and practicable means to reduce their output in the context of the project’s location, consistent with the City’s GHG red
reducre
tion goal. It should be noted that, in the future, federal, state, or city regulations may mandate both specific
ecific GHG
GH
emissions reduction targets and the means by which to achieve them. If this occurs,
urs it is possible thatt compliance
urs,
with such regulations may constitute consistency with the GHG reduction goal..

The local laws, policies, and building codes that are anticipated to be enacted
GHG reacted
ed in furtherance
further
of the City’s GH
duction goal will apply to projects irrespective of whether they are subject
bjectt to environmental
environ
review, and
an the
t City’s
GHG emissions reductions largely will be achieved through such measures.
the overall
asures. Because
Bec
erall GHG
GH reduction
goal will be achieved through a variety of measures and the relative
to contribute toativee potential for each
ach measure
m
meas
ward achievement of the goal will vary, a GHG emissions assessment
with the City’s
sessment
ment cannot
can
canno measure
asure
sure consistency
consiste
cons
GHG reduction goal based on a quantitative measure linked
ked
ed to the project’s
pro
pro
contribution to
ttoward achieving the
overall 30 percent reduction. Instead, the lead agencyy should generally
genera assess
ssess
sess whether
whethe the
t nature, setting, and
features of the proposed project are consistent with thee goals and benchmarks
hmarks
rks outlined to achieve the City’s GHG
reduction goal. Of particular relevance to projects
are PlaNYC’s goals to
ctss undergoing
un
u
goin this consistency
going
nsistency assessment
as
asse
reduce citywide GHG emissions, including constructing
new resourceenergy-efficient buildings and improvnstructing
ucting ne
n
rce- and
d en
energy
ing the energy efficiency of existing buildings;
renewable power
through replacement of ineffings; providing clean, renewab
renewa
po
cient power plants with state-of-the-art technology and
an expanding
anding
ing the use
u of clean distributed power generation;
encouraging transit-oriented development;
pment;
ent; and encouraging
enc
en
ging sustainable transportation by improving public transit, improving the efficiency of private
carbon intensity of fuels.
vatee vehicles, aand decreasing
reasing the car

320. ASSESSMENT
Typically, impact significance
areas
to CEQR is determined by the potential for locancee for technical
techn
tech
reas analyzed
an yze
yzed pursuant
p
calized impacts. Forr instance,
stance, under
und
unde a traditional
raditional
aditional air
a quality analysis conducted pursuant to CEQR, the National
Ambient Air Quality
developed with localized health-based standards in mind, establish
lity Standard
Standards (“NAAQS”),
QS”),
”), develope
develop
numeric thresholds
impact significance. However, because GHG emissions
holds that assist
assis an agency
ncy in determining
dete
deter
impact the gglobal
al climate,
imat a project’s
ect’s associated
associate GHG emissions cannot be assessed for a potential discernable localized impact.
global
nature
mpact The
mpact.
he glo
l
ature of GHG emissions and the current absence of similarly established numeric
standards
ards for these
thes emissions
io support the
tth emerging consensus that a numerical threshold for determining significance
for the
ance
ce should not
no be established
establish
abli
t purposes of environmental review. Therefore, the fact that a proposed
generates GHG
emissions does not, in and of itself, suggest the possibility of a significant adverse impact.
project genera
HG emission
Consequently, developing
Consequent
loping
ping a study
stud area, measuring the relative increment of a project’s GHG emissions as compared tto a No-Action
scenario,
-Actio
ctio cenario and then comparing that increment to a quantitative threshold is not appropriate;
rather,
rathe
ath the lead
d agency
agen should assess the project’s consistency with the GHG reduction goal by calculating the toassociated with a project and examining the project’s contribution in relation to qualitative
tal GHG emissions
issions ass
goals for reducing GHG
GH emissions.
G
Theree are three
thre types of projects in which the assessment outlined below applies: (1) those where the project site
is underr the control of the applicant, whether private or the City; (2) those where the proposed project would result in construction on sites that are not under the control of the applicant (such as a rezoning of multiple sites);
and (3) those where the project would result in development both on sites controlled by the applicant and sites
not controlled by the applicant. If a project would not fit within one of these frameworks, the lead agency should
consult with MOEC to determine the appropriate level and type of analysis.
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For any project where development would result on sites controlled by the applicant (project category (1) or (3)
above), the applicant should conduct the analysis below to determine whether its project is consistent with GHG
reduction goal.
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If project category (2) or (3) applies, a GHG emissions assessment of emissions associated with sites not controlled
by the applicant is unlikely to be meaningful because promotion of the GHG reduction goal through improved efficiency of site-specific building systems and similar measures cannot be achieved within the scope of the project.
Therefore, the guidance below does not apply. Instead, in quantifying (calculated using Table 18-3 below),
) disclosing, and discussing the GHG emissions resulting from this type of project, the lead agency should qualitatively
litativ
litative
discuss the benefits or drawbacks of the project in relation to the achievement of the City’s GHG reduction
duction
ction goal
through encouragement of mixed-use, sustainable transportation-oriented development
and/or GHG emissions
evelopm
elop
avoided in the City as a result of the project.
321. Conducting an Assessment
A project’s GHG emissions may generally be assessed in two steps:
ps: estimate the
th emissions
iss
issio
for the sources
discussed below and examine the project in terms of the qualitative
for reducing
After
tativee goals fo
cing
ing GHG
G
eemissions.
ssi
the project’s GHG emissions have been examined in terms of such goals
consistency with the
goals, the project’s
roject’s con
consist
City’s GHG reduction goal may be assessed.

It is recommended that the project’s emissions be estimated
following main emissions
stimated wit
with respect
ectt to the follo
sources: operations emissions (direct and indirect);
source emissions
t);
); mobile
m ile sour
sourc
ssions (direct and
a indirect); and, when
applicable, construction emissions and emissions
management
defined in Section 100,
ns from
rom ssolid waste
w
gement (both
(b
above). Then, the source of GHG emissions should
examined in term
terms off goals
uld be exa
goa for reducing GHG emissions
go
using qualitative considerations. Guidance
GHG emissions and comparing them to
ce on estimating
estimatin the project’s
roject’s G
qualitative goals for GHG emissions reduction
below.
duction
uction for each
eac emission
ssion source is b
OPERATIONS EMISSIONS

Step 1: Estimate Project Energy Usage

To quantify the GHG
G emissions
missions for
fo the operation
oper
n of
o a building, including direct and indirect emissions
from stationary sources,
estimate energy usage from the proposed
es, the lead
lea
le agency
encyy should
shou
shoul reasonably
ea
stationary sources
If a proposed project would result in the construcurces included in the project design.
design
desi
tion of a building,
uilding, a lead agency
a
y should
ould calculate
calcula each building’s emissions for heating, cooling, power,
and lighting.
energy usee estimated
ing. The ener
mated for the project in Chapter 15, “Energy,” should be used to calculate
consumption. To convert this energy consumption to annual GHG
te a project’s
oject’s
’s eestimated
ted energy cons
emissions,
the
following
conversion
may be used:
missions, t fo
mission
conversio factors
f
Tab 18-2
Table
CO2e Conversion Factors
Energy source
kg CO2e/MMBtu
Electricity
Natural gas
Distillate oil
Residual oil
Steam

35.902
53.196
73.567
79.217
64.306

Source: New York City Office of Long-Term Planning
and Sustainability

For projects, such as a rezoning, where the whole building energy use was estimated using Table 15-1
in Chapter 15, “Energy,” the specific fuel type to be used is likely unknown. Therefore, the Table 18-3,
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which provides the carbon intensity (GHG emissions per gross square foot of floor area, based on all
energy sources used) for different building types in New York City, should be used to calculate the
project’s overall annual GHG emissions.

Table 18-3
Carbon Intensity of New York City Buildings
kg CO2e/sq ft
9.43
23.18
11.42
6.59
4.52
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Building Type
Commercial
Industrial
Institutional
Large Residential (>4 family)
Small Residential (1-4 family)

Note: This calculation includes the total annual GHG emissions
on
from all energy sources for each building sector in 2008,, as rer
ported in the City’s Inventory of New York City Greenhouse
house Gas
Emissions: September 2009, divided by the total gross
ross square feet
fee
of building area for each building sector in 2008.

Along with total operational GHG emissions, thee carbon inte
intensity, orr the GHG eemissions
per square
em
foot should be disclosed.

For certain projects subject to a GHG assessment,
as constructing
plant, the lead agency
ssessment,
ssment, such
su
s
constr
constru
g a power
p
should quantify emissions using a protocol
forr quantifying
rotocol
ocol developed
develop
develo
quantifyin GHG emissions for these types of
projects, such as the World Resources
Institute/World
Council
for Sustainable Development’s
urces Institute/
d Business Coun
Cou
(WRI/WBCSD) Greenhouse Gas
as Protocol.
rotocol. The lead agency should consult with MOEC before using any
such protocol. For the purposes
thee following guidance
focuses on the “typical” project
poses
es of this section,
se
g
resulting in one or moree buildings.
Step 2: Assessing a Project
Terms of Qual
Qualitative
Goals to Reduce GHG Emissions
oject in Ter
Term
ve Go

To evaluate a project’s
GHG reduction goal and to analyze the effect a project
project’s consistency
cons
cy with the G
GH
may have with regard to GHG
lead agency should assess a project in terms of the goals
G
emissions,
sions, the le
for GHG emissions reduction
red
n by examining measures that may reduce this carbon intensity. See Section 330
330, “Assessment
of Consistency,” below
for further guidance in completing this assessment.
Assessme
ssm
b

MOBILE
BILE SOURC
SOURCE EMISSIONS
ON

Step 1: Estimate
Estim
Esti
mobile
bile source
s ce emissions
e

A proje
project’s mobile
may be estimated using the following steps:
obilee source emissions
e

Obtain
Obta thee “trip
“t generation” numbers for the number of car, truck, and other trips estimated
in Chapter
Chapte 16, “Transportation.”

Calculate
the Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) for each vehicle mode (trucks, cars, and other
Calc
Calcu
trips)
using reasonable assumptions about distances traveled, based on existing community
tri
patterns. For certain projects, such as distribution centers, more refined data may be known
about the VMTs for each vehicle mode that indicates a greater likelihood of longer regional
trips to and from the proposed site and, therefore, should be used instead of the recommended VMTs per vehicle mode listed below.
o
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local truck trips within New York City and is corroborated by using the Best Practices
Model (BMP) developed by the New York Metropolitan Transportation Council
(NYMTC) for weekday truck commercial trips for the region. While the BPM shows a
slightly lower number for truck mileage in the City, it is appropriate at this time to
use the more conservative 38 miles per one-way trip. As data on trucks in New York
City improve, the number will be refined as necessary.
To calculate the VMT for cars and taxis, please consult the following tables. If more
specific data regarding the VMT assignment are known about a project, those data
should be used.
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o

Table 18-4
Average One-Way Trip Distance for Personal
rsonal
nal Vehicle
Vehicles (Miles)
les)
s)
VMT

Manhattan
Weekday
Weekend
Other NYC
Weekday
Weekend

Residential
5
3
Residential
dential
tial
8
4

Office
Offic
5
5
Office
ffice
ce
8
8

Retail
Re
3
3
Retail
4
4

Sources: NYMTC/NJTPA Regional
Regiona
egion Travel–Household
el–H
el–
Interview
erview Survey G
General Final Report (Feb. 2000) and the
del General
Genera Final Report (Jan. 2005).
)
NYMTC Best Practices Model

Table 18-5
Average
e One-Way
One
One--Way Taxi
Tax Trip
p Lengths
ngths (Miles)
(Mil
(M

Destination

Origin
Origi

Manha
Manhattan
Ma
Other
th NYC
Unknown Origin
Un
Unk

Manhattan

Other NYC

2
11
2.32

9
6
7.88

Unknown
Destination
2.32
7.88
N/A

SSource: 2009 annual Taxi GPS
GP data from the New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission.

o

Assign the VMTs to aarterials, local roads, or interstates/expressways using the following pe
percentages.
p
entages. IIf more specific data regarding the VMT assignment is known about
project, those
a proje
project
hose data should be used.

O

ut

Table 18-6
Percentages of Daily Vehicle-Mile-Travel (VMT) by Facility Type
Facility
Freeways
Arterials
Locals

Manhattan
30%
48%
22%

Other NYC
39%
41%
20%

Source: NYMTC’s Transportation Conformity Determination Draft Report-March 2010
Note: The above percentages may need to be adjusted based on the location of the
proposed project and its distribution and assignments.

Using the attached mobile GHG emissions calculator, enter the project’s projected build year
and VMT per arterial, local road, or interstate/expressway to obtain the total estimated mobile source GHG emissions attributable to the project.
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Step 2: Assessing a Project in Terms of Qualitative Goals to Reduce GHG Emissions
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Mobile source GHG emissions constitute approximately 22 percent of the City’s total GHG emissions.
Therefore, a proposed project’s induced mobile GHG emissions should be calculated using the above
methodology. Currently, a qualitative analysis that assesses the proposed project’s mobile source GHG
emissions in terms of goals for reducing mobile source GHG emissions, such as reducing the motor vehicle portion of the project’s predicted modal split by pursuing transit-oriented development and encouraging alternative modes of transportation, provides the qualitative information for the decision
maker to determine a project’s consistency with the GHG reduction goal. As noted above, both direct
ect
and indirect mobile sources should be considered.
To conduct the qualitative assessment, the following should be considered:
red::

Does the proposed project take advantage of opportunities
unities
es for transit-oriented
tran
iented
ented developdevelo
develop
p
ment?
o

Describe anticipated modal splits and
d potential
otential for
fo a greater
greate share
sh e for
f nonautomobile modes, including any such
byy features of the
h potential
otential created
crea
cr
t project.

o

Describe nearby transit facilities
facilities
es or services aand/orr bicycle
icycle fac
faciliti nearby or included in the project.

o

What are the types of transit
near the
nsit n
th project?? What is th
tthe distance (in miles and
walking minutes) of the project from
the transit
fro
fr
transi service?
vice
vice?

o

What types of trips
rips associated with the
he project m
may be served by this transit?

o

What is thee quality
type of bicycle facilities
uality and ty
facilitie connecting the project site to other
origins and destinations?
How would bicycles
using these facilities access the
destinatio
bic
b
project?
ect?
ct?

o

Would
be transit
uld there b
nsit services
se ce
ces or amenities incorporated into the project (ferry
landing, sh
shuttle services,
shu
ervices, bus shelter)?
s

Would the proje
proj
project facilitate
cilitate
ate the co-location
co-lo
of uses complementary to one another or to other uses within
withi walking
king distance of
o the project? For instance, does the project introduce residences
within walking distance
nces w
distanc of a local retail street, or introduce retail that would serve
nearby
residents?
nea
ts?
If there would
uld b
be on-site
s transportation, what type would it be?
si

CONSTRUCTION EMISSIONS
C
CONS
MISSIO
ISS NS

Step 1: When
St
Ste
hen to quant
quantify construction emissions

Forr projects
subject to a GHG assessment, the lead agency should discuss construction, extraction or
ojects subje
or fuels qualitatively by considering the types of construction materials and
production of materials
m
for use on the project and the opportunities for alternative approaches (e.g., difequipment proposed
p
forms of concrete production) that may serve to reduce GHG emissions associated with conferent fo
struction.
For those projects where the construction phase or the extraction or production of materucti
rials or fuels is likely to be a significant part of total project emissions, the lead agency, in its discretion, may quantify the emissions resulting from construction activity and construction materials.
Step 2: Assessing a Project in Terms of Qualitative Goals to Reduce GHG Emissions
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There are construction measures that may help achieve relatively low GHG emissions and may be considered a “best practices” benchmark, thereby achieving the goals of environmental disclosure as well
as identifying avenues by which a project’s contribution of GHG emissions may be minimized. For instance, fly ash (a byproduct of coal-fired power generation) or slag (a byproduct of iron production)
may be used in concrete as inexpensive replacements for Portland cement—the production of which
results in substantial GHG emissions. Depending on the fly ash or slag content, an applicant’s commitment to use this type of concrete may reduce the associated GHG emissions. By utilizing a different form of concrete production, a project may use 30 to 40 percent less cement while maintainingg
the same strength. The Building for Environmental and Economic Sustainability (BEES) softwaree at
http://www.bfrl.nist.gov/oae/software/bees/ and the Buildings Energy Data
ata Book published by the
U.S. Department of Energy at http://buildingsdatabook.eren.doe.gov may
ay bee he
helpful
help when comparing
omparing
several design and construction choices.
EMISSIONS FROM SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Step 1: When to quantify emissions from solid waste management
ement
ent

For those projects that may fundamentally change thee City’s
waste management
system, the
ity’s solid w
anagem
GHG emissions from solid waste generation, transportation,
and disposal should
be preortation, treatment,
treatm
s
sented. For guidance on conducting a solid wastee GHG emissions
lead agency should
emission assessment,
essment,
ment, the lea
contact MOEC. Several tools are available to measure these
thes emissions.
ssions.
ons. Pursuant
Pursua to guidance provided by New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation
vir
viro
ental Co
ation (DEC) in its Guide for Assessing
Energy Use and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
ons in
n an Environmental
i
nt Impact
mpact Statement
Sta
for DEC staff reviewing an EIS pursuant to the State Environmental
onmental Qualityy Revie
Review Act,
t, aapplicants should refer to one
t,
or more of the following three tools:
s:
The U.S. EPA's Waste
ste Reduction Modell (WARM) web
web-based calculator and Excel spreadsheet (http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/wycd/waste/calculators/Warm_home.html);
ww.epa.gov/clim
epa.gov/cli
ge/wycd/w
ge/wycd/wa
The Northeast
east
st Recycling Council (NERC)
RC Environmental
RC)
vi
vi
Benefits Calculator (available at
http://www.nerc.org/documents/environmental_benefits_calculator.html);
ww.nerc.org/do
.nerc.org/d
ents/ ironm
iro
or

Thee Municipal Solid
Sol Waste
ste
te Decision Support
S
Tool (MSW-DST) developed by the U.S. EPA’s
Office of Rese
Re
and
d Develop
Developm
Research
Development and Research Triangle Institute (available at
https://mswdst.rti.org/resources.htm).
https://msw
.org/resources.
/resources

These
modelss enable
applicants
the GHG emissions implications of different levels of solid
ese mod
m
en
pplicants to derive
de
generation
and
waste genera
gener
nd
d differing
d ering solid
sol waste management practices.
Comparing
Step 2: C
ring Project
Projec to
t a baseline

pro ate
te for a project to quantify the GHG emissions from solid waste management, the
If it is appropriate
b
e to
o be used
u d for
fo
f such an assessment is often the existing condition of the solid waste managebaseline
ment
waste transportation modes, and associated disposal facilities. Because this assessnt facilities,
ilities, w
wa
ment is not common,
guidance regarding the analysis of GHG emissions from solid waste generation is
com
not specifically
specifical detailed below. Therefore, the lead agency should consult with MOEC for further
specifica
guidance iin quantifying and assessing GHG emissions from the management of solid waste.

330. ASSESSMENT OF CONSISTENCY WITH THE GHG REDUCTION GOAL
This assessment considers the following question:
Is the project consistent with the goal of reducing GHG emissions, specifically the attainment of the
City’s established GHG reduction goal of reducing citywide GHG emissions by 30 percent below 2005
levels by 2030?
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To determine the consistency with the City’s overall GHG reduction goal, an applicant should assess consistency
with the following goals, as relevant to the project:
Pursue transit-oriented development;
Generate clean, renewable power through replacement of inefficient power plants with state-of-the-art
technology and expanding the use of clean distributed generation;
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Construct new resource- and energy-efficient buildings (including the use of sustainable construction
on materials and practices) and improve the efficiency of existing buildings; and
Encourage sustainable transportation through improving public transit,
sit, impr
imp
improving the efficiency
fficiency
ficiency of pripri
pri
vate vehicles, and decreasing the carbon intensity of fuels.

For example, for a proposed project a number of the following characteristics
racteristics
eristics would
wou be considered consistent
co
with the GHG reduction goal: the applicant demonstrates that (orr commits
ommits to) each building
bu ng would be built to
Energy Star® levels; even though the development is not considered
development,”
dered
ed “transit-oriented
“transit
ted
ed d
deve men it reduces
the auto share or auto trips in a neighborhood by providing services
ervices
ices previously
previou unavailable
navailable
vailable to the
th area; the development uses co-generation, tri-generation, or other formss of renewable energy;
e
y; the fuels used
use in the building operation produce low-GHG emissions, alternative modess of transportat
transportation are
re accessible and
an encouraged; the development commits to using fly-ash concrete to the greatest
emission construceatest extent
exten practicable;
cticable;
able; and low-GHG
low
tion equipment and vehicles would be used for the
he duration
d tion of the construction.
nstruction. It should be noted that project
may differ and specific measures that make a project
reduction goal may vary. The apoject consistent
co
with thee GHG re
plicant should contact MOEC if it needs further
on reducing
GHG
ther guidance o
ucing its G
G emissions.
eem

331. Assessment
In order to assess consistency with
agency should examine how a project would
h the
he reduction goal, the lead aagen
reduce its carbon intensity based
fuel choices,
setting, avoided GHG emissions,
sed upon
pon its density,
de
hoices, geographic
g
building efficiency, etc. In making
the
should examine the analysis for operaaking this determination,
dete
de
he lead
ad agency
a
tions emissions, mobile source
ource
rce emissions,
emission and
d construction
con uction
ucti emissions, and weigh it against the considerations
below.
GOAL: BUILD EFFICIENT BUIL
BUILDI
BUILDINGS

In general,
al, for a project to support
upport
ort this goal,
goa
goal an applicant should examine measures to reduce a building’s carbon
intensity
insofar
ca on intensit
ten
ofar as feasible given the use for which the building is intended. This examination
should be conducted
ation
tion sho
sh
cted qualitatively
qualitativ by considering whether a project would:
Commit to pursuing
Co
pur
pursu g an EPA Energy Star® rating; or

Incorporate
rporate
rate any of
o these sustainability and efficiency measures for “Building Design and Operation
Measures
and Site Selection and Design Measures” that would reduce the project’s
erat
ra
Measu
Measur
carbon
arbo intensity.
en

GOAL:
OAL: USE CLEAN P
POWER

In general, fo
for a project to support this goal, consider whether a project would:

Incorporate elements that would reduce purchased electricity from non-renewable sources.
Generate on-site power from low-carbon, renewable sources.
Incorporate a co-generation or tri-generation system.

Replace inefficient and more GHG-intense power generation systems or heating, cooling, and
hot water systems with more efficient and less GHG-intense systems.
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Use fuel from renewable sources or less-GHG intense fuels, such as natural gas.
Incorporate any of the following sustainability and efficiency measures for “On-Site GHG
Sources” that would reduce the project’s carbon intensity.
GOALS: TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT AND SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION

In general, for a project to support this goal, consider whether the project would:
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Be considered “transit-oriented development,” i.e., is it accessible to public transit and dee-signed to take advantage of this access.
Incorporate measures to encourage the use of public transportation
tation
on or
o alternative modes of
transportation, such as walking or bicycling.

Facilitate avoided GHG emissions. For instance, a shopping
pingg center bei
be
being builtt in an are
area th
that
siblee may promote
prom
HG reduction
duction by
b enis underserved by retail, but not highly transit-accessible
GHG
couraging residents to shop nearby instead of driving
to ssuburban
locations.
ving longer distances
dist
subur
lo
Require on-site low-emission vehicles to be used.

Incorporate any of the following sustainability
nability and ef
efficiency
cyy measures for
f “Transportation”
fo
ions.
to reduce the project’s mobile GHG em
emissions.

GOAL: REDUCE CONSTRUCTION OPERATION EMISSIONS
ISSIONS
ONS

In general, for a project to support this
his goal,
al, consider
conside whether
ether
ther the project
p ec would:
Use low-emission construction
ruction
uction vehicles
vehic and equipment.

Incorporate any of the
he following
followin measures
es to reduce
red
reduc the project’s construction GHG emissions.
o
o
o
o

Diesel
esel particulate filters;
s;
oxidation catalysts;
Diesel
esel oxidat
oxidatio
alysts;
Alternat low-carbon
Alternate
arbon
n fuels; or
reduce construction operation GHG emissions.
Other
h technologies
ologies
ies that red

GOAL:
AL: USE B
BUILDING
DING MATERIALS
IALS WITH LOW CARBON INTENSITY

In general, fo
for a project
jec to
o support this
t goal, consider whether the project would:

Replace
ce traditiona
traditional
raditio
concrete/steel/materials with less carbon-intensive materials, while still
taining
ning appropriate
appr
appro
maintaining
building strength and compliance with applicable building and fire
codes.
code
o
Utilize a d
design that would result in the use of less carbon-intensive concrete and steel.

LEED® CERTIFICA
CERTIFICATION OR ENERGY STAR®

A commi
commitm
commitment by the applicant to seek LEED® Silver certification or an EPA Energy Star® rating for the
project does not automatically make a project “consistent” with the GHG reduction goal; however, it is
a vehicle
for helping to ensure consistency. In the event that the applicant commits to seek LEED® Silh
ver certification, the lead agency should examine what types of credits or points an applicant plans to
achieve in order to obtain LEED® Silver certification. In general, consistency with the GHG reduction
goal is most likely to be achieved where the applicant commits to achieve a substantial proportion of
its points in the following general areas of sustainability: energy efficiency, transit-oriented development and alternative transportation, and renewable energy.
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400. DETERMINING IMPACT SIGNIFICANCE
A proposed project may or may not be consistent with the City’s GHG emission reduction goal and this potential inconsistency may be a significant impact. The above goals for reducing GHG emissions should be considered together to
determine consistency with the GHG reduction goal. Consistency with the GHG reduction goal should not be measured
by a project’s consistency or inconsistency in any one category.
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A projects’ consistency or inconsistency with the City’s GHG reduction goal should be stated clearly in the analysis.
alysis.
lysis. If
I a
project is initially found inconsistent with the GHG reduction goal, reasonable alternatives
or efficiencyy measures
rn
should be considered so that the project achieves consistency.

500. MITIGATION

If a project’s inconsistency with the GHG reduction goal is considered significant,
lead agency
use suggested
gnificant,
ficant, the le
genc
en should
ould us
mitigation measures as guidance for minimizing the inconsistency to
practicable. A llist of potential
o the greatest extent
e
pract
practicabl
mitigation measures is located here.

600. ALTERNATIVES

Sometimes, a proposed project’s inconsistency with the
goal may be avoided
through an alternative to
hee GHG
GH reduction
duc
duct
avo
avoi
the project. Such changes may include alternative uses,
technologies, sites,
designs. The development of such
es, techno
techn
ites, scale,
e, or
o d
alternatives should take into account the objectives
sponsor, consistent with the guidctives and capabilities
capa
s of the project
pr
p
ance in Chapter 23, “Alternatives.”

700. APPLICABLE COORDINATION

The lead agency should contact MOEC
OEC with any questions regarding
ega
g applicability of the analysis, methodologies, or the
consistency assessment. If appropriate,
ppropriate,
priate, MOEC
MOE
MO willl direct
direc the
he lead
lea agency to one of the City’s expert agencies.
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